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A Specialist ‘Designed to Fit’ service
to suit any changing room environment
Space comes at a premium and most clients want to
maximise the use of whatever changing room space is
available to them.
That is why the vast majority of projects that Arkinstall
undertake have a specialist and bespoke nature to
them. This can vary from reduced sized units to create
a uniform fit within a given area, to a complete and
newly designed product to meet a particular need. This
service is provided free of charge on a no obligation
basis.
We offer all or part of the full ‘Designed to Fit’ service
as appropriate:• A free no obligation site survey to discuss changing
room needs and to assess options
• A free design service providing optional floor plans
in cad and pdf format
• ‘Made to measure’ product design proposals which
can range from custom lengths for standard
products to completely new hybrid designs to suit a
particular purpose
• An optional installation service
• Optional additional finishing services
• Competitive pricing and reliably short lead times
With a design and manufacturing pedigree going back
over 50 years, we have many case studies of successful
projects including; education, public sports and leisure,
MOD, Fire and emergency services and professional
football clubs.
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A bench system that’s fit for
purpose... to suit your style
20 SERIES
A highly functional bench system - ideal for those
working within tight budget restraints. Designed
to withstand the rough and tumble of the harshest
environments the 20 series is suitable for locations
liable to abuse including public areas, penal and
secure institutions.

20SERIES
Manufactured from a
range of mild steel
sections and powder
coated to a range of
standard RAL colours.

A functional modular system
with a wide range of design
and accessory options
available.

30 SERIES
Our most popular bench system, competitively
priced, versatile and hard wearing. Traditionally
a favourite with educational establishments but
equally at home in any environment, combining
the strength of steel and the aesthetics of natural
hardwood.

60 SERIES
Specifically designed to withstand the various
atmospheric conditions associated with wet
changing and shower areas. Utilises carefully
selected and developed materials, treatments and
finishing. This system is both durable and corrosion
resistant - a functional choice that is aesthetically
pleasing.
All available in a wide range of designs.
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The 20 series bench is supplied in
simple self assembly form as
standard but can also be of a fully
welded construction for extra
strength and security (subject to
dimensional limitations).

30SERIES 60SERIES
Once fabricated the
60 series framework is
degreased, phosphated
and zinc primed before
being electro-statically
powder coated to one of
a wide range of standard
RAL colours.
Seat tops and hook rails
are manufactured from
13mm Trespa Athlon
solid grade laminates
(other laminate ranges
available) with all cut
edges machined finger
safe.
Bench tops can be single
piece or slatted and all
fixings are supplied in
stainless steel.

The 30 series range
marries the robustness
of a steel framework and
the beauty of natural
hardwood timber.
The design of this
system allows for the
versatility of providing a
‘made to measure’
product with numerous
options.
Footbars, shoe trays and
baskets and even under
seat lockers can be
‘designed in’ to this
range whether you
require a single bench or
a much larger package.
Add to this a selection of
hooks and hangers in
various materials and
you can see why the 30
series is so popular.

Specifications
Perimeter Units
Wall rail
W101/5 Hooks @ 300mm CTRS
W101/10 Hooks @ 150mm CTRS
W101/15 Hooks @ 100mm CTRS

Partial Units

Island Units

The designs shown here represent just a small
selection of our cloakroom ranges. We aim to
meet your needs and are happy to discuss any
special design requirements you may have.

Options
Steel (20 Series)

Beech hardwood (30 Series)

Solid grade laminate (60 Series)

Mobile Units

Accessories
Accessorise with benching options including
shoe trays and under seat storage baskets.
Choose from a wide range of hooks and
hangers manufactured in nylon, steel or
aluminium.
Number plates, name card holders (including
D.D.A. compliant options), and specialists
accessories like anti-ligature clothes hooks
are also available.

Standard colour range

Black
RAL 9005

Dark Grey
RAL 7012

Light Grey
RAL 7035

These colour swatches are for guidance only.

Arkinstall Limited
Ebro Works, Dudley Road West, Tividale
Oldbury, West Midlands B69 2PF
Tel: 0121 522 0500
Fax: 0121 522 0550
E: info@arkinstall.co.uk
www.arkinstall.co.uk

Blue
RAL 5002

Red
RAL 3000

Yellow
RAL 1004

Green
RAL 6026
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